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TECHNOGYM COMPANY PROFILE

Technogym, The Wellness
Company, was established in
1983 when founder and President
Nerio Alessandri designed the first
piece of Technogym equipment
in his garage in Cesena, Northern
Italy. Since then, the company has
become one of the world’s leading
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manufacturers of state-of-theart fitness equipment, renowned
globally for its innovative design
and technology.
Technogym is known for
supplying champion athletes,
sports teams and major sporting
events around the world: With the

benefit of decades of research
and knowledge, Technogym has
developed fitness equipment
collections designed specifically
for commercial fitness, hospitality,
corporate, medical and home
environments. Ergonomic
biomechanics, and the renowned

reliability and performance of
Technogym’s fitness equipment,
together with tailor-made training
support solutions ensure that
Technogym remains the leading
global Wellness brand.
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WELLNESS INSTITUTE

The Wellness Institute is the
school for personal trainers
founded by Technogym in 2002.
Since then, leveraging on over 30
years of experience, the Company
has promoted professional growth
through special training courses
and programmes.
Tens of thousands of professionals
learn with us each year. Our
worldwide courses, in 18
languages, provide comprehensive
training and certified education for
trainers and business operators.
Our role as Technogym Wellness
ambassadors is to deliver
outstanding structured education,
programming, mentoring and
support. We are committed to our
customers and consumers in our
passion to deliver a first class
service.
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CARDIO
SUMMARY

AGENDA
Duration		

Subject to Cover

00:00 – 00:10

Introduction

00:10 – 01:00

User Interfaces Overview (theory + demo)

01:00 – 01:10

Interface usage

			(Practical 1)
PRACTICAL 1
INTERFACE USAGE

PRACTICAL 2
CARDIO EXERCISE

01:10 – 01:30

Safe and effective set up of cardio (theory + demo)

01:30 – 02:00

Cardio exercise

			(Practical 2)
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02:00 – 02:10

Recap / Q&A

02:10 – 02:20

Action Plan
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CARDIO
POSITIONING

SESSIONS AIMS

SESSION OBJECTIVES

The aim of the workshop is to introduce and explore Technogym cardio
equipment functionality and the user interfaces, ensuring staff get the
best training to assist end users to maximise their exercise experience.
The workshop will also ensure that staff know the features and benefits of
each piece of equipment and how these can be used to meet the needs of
different populations in the facility. The Structure of this course is designed
so that it can be completely tailored to meet requirements of staff or facility
based on new equipment installation, new team members or a training
refresher. This workshop is designed for instructors across a variety of
industry sectors, who are providing assistance to apparently healthy
individuals to facilitate a safe, effective and enjoyable exercise experience.

• Understand all the features and benefits of the product
•

Have an extended knowledge of exercise possibilities and
programming on the products

•

Knowledge and practical training of the 3 levels of programming

•

Overview of the features and benefits of the product (specific to site)

•

Be able to apply the use of the equipment to the facility and members

•

Be able to demonstrate practical and theoretical knowledge of the
equipment

•

Guidance on the health and safety features and correct exercise
technique

•

Guidance on equipment maintenance

METHODS OF LEARNING
• Theory and explanation of equipment
• Practical demonstration of equipment
• Practical based assessment scenarios
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USER INTERFACES
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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

The new UNITY interface is touch screen and gesture based platform for
all Excite/ Artis cardiovascular products. This makes it intuitive and an
experience consistent with using tablet technology.

• Master Trainer will lead the group through an introduction of the
product including how to safely start the equipment and perform
entry level exercises

UNITY offers an intuitive tablet style touch screen interface. Users have
the unique opportunity to personalise their entertainment and workout
experience, connect to mobile technology via Bluetooth and save their
workout data directly to their Mywellness cloud account.

• Use this as an opportunity to familiarise yourself with a selection of
the embedded features.
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• Take into consideration the coaching tips used by the trainer and how
the experience is coached to get delegates engaged
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3 LEVELS OF PROGRAMMING

LEVEL 1 TRAINING - QUICK START

• Level 1: Quick Start, Stop, Pause

Pressing START on the home screen will start the timer and belt (if on the
treadmill). Once training has commenced the training sreen will show an
overview of the workout in progress.

• Level 2: Goal Orientated Training - Time, Distance and the new Speed
Shift Function
• Level 3: Heart Rate Driven & Customised Programmes, Preset Profiles
& Fitness Test

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3
LEVEL 1
16
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OVERVIEW OF WORKOUT

• PACE – the pace the machine is moving at.

• PAUSE/STOP – how to pause or stop a workout.

• TIME – the amount of time the machine has been active in that session.

• SPEED – speed the belt of the machine is moving at.

• CALORIES – the amount of calories the machine has indicated you
have expended, defaulted to a 70kg 25 year old man.

• GRADIENT – level of elevation the machine is set at.
• HEART RATE – will indicate the users HR if wearing a compatible HR
belt or holding the silver sensors on the machine.

• DISTANCE – the distance the machine has covered in that session.

• MOVES – Moves are a measure of your daily amount of physical
activity. The more you move and the faster you move the more MOVEs
you accumulate. MOVEs are independent of body weight making
scores comparable between friends.
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OVERVIEW OF WORKOUT

OVERVIEW OF WORKOUT

From the training screen the user can track their workout progress in
more detail (including heart rate data if the user is wearing a chest strap)
by swiping left and clicking the TABLE tile.
The Heart Rate axis scale
“self adjusts” depending
on the recorded value

20
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Background color changes
from “green tone” to “red tone”
depending on workout intensity.
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END OF WORKOUT RESULTS

END OF WORKOUT RESULTS

If a workout has lasted at least one minute there is a cooling down stage
added automatically at the end of the chosen workout, this is at half the
workload of the exercise just completed.

If the heart rate monitor has been used for at least 3 minutes during the
exercise the user will get a summary of heart rate data.

The loads can be modified with the corresponding keys, like they can
during the main session.
This stage can be started at any time during the exercise by pressing the
COOL DOWN key. To stop the COOL DOWN press STOP.
The workout results, which vary according to the type of equipment and
exercise, are displayed.

Exercise duration

min:sec

30:20

Distance covered

km

Calories burned

Max heart rate

beats/min

150

5.0

Average heart rate

beats/min

120

kcal

150

Performance Index**

PI

10

Calories per hour

kcal/h

300

Average speed

km/h

10.5

%

7.5

Average pace

min/km

6:15

Average power

watt

180

moves

300

Average gradient

Moves**
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LEVEL 2 TRAINING - GOAL ORIENTATED TRAINING

LEVEL 2 TRAINING - GOAL ORIENTATED TRAINING

GOAL DRIVEN:

BIKE:

• TIME – Set a specific time goal to complete.

• TIME – Set a specific time goal to complete.

• CALORIES – Set a specific calorie goal to complete.

• CALORIES – Set a specific calorie goal to complete.

• DISTANCE – Set a specific distance goal to complete.

• DISTANCE – Set a specific distance goal to complete.

SYNCHRO/VARIO:
• TIME – Set a specific time goal to complete.
• CALORIES – Set a specific calorie goal to complete.
• DISTANCE – Set a specific distance goal to complete.
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LEVEL 3 TRAINING - PROGRAMME TRAINING

LEVEL 3 TRAINING - PROGRAMME TRAINING - EXCERCISES ON
TREND

The level 3 training functions can be accessed on the home screen
through EXERCISES.

SPEED SHIFT

Used in combination with Fast Track
Control, it enables you to create onthe-fly interval training profiles and to
switch from one speed level to another
with one touch.

CROSS TRAINING

The program uses speed to
automatically create exercise variety,
avoiding boredom and burning
more calories than “flat resistance”
exercises.
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LEVEL 3 TRAINING - PROGRAMME TRAINING - EXCERCISES ON
TREND

LEVEL 3 TRAINING - PROGRAMME TRAINING - EXERCISES
HEART RATE DRIVEN

HILLS

Intensity level increases throughout
the workout by means of micro
adjustments that induce a greater
calorie expenditure without the
perception of increased exertion.

HI-LOW BLOCKS

This new interval training option
enables you to alternate effort phases,
switching between all-out sprinting
and recovering.

BIKE-BURNOUT

This unique workout routine utilizes
brake control technology that
increases resistance in relation to the
user’s power output.
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A heart rate monitor MUST be worn
for this programme.
This is a unique programme to Technogym. CPR stands for Constant Pulse
Rate (it can also be referred to as CHR Constant Heart Rate training).
In Constant Pulse Rate workouts, the effort level or the speed and
gradient (treadmill), is automatically adjusted by the machine to take the
user’s Heart Rate to a pre-selected level and keep it constant throughout
the entire exercise.
The user is required to enter their age and weight. On the treadmill the
user also selects whether they want to walk or run. The machine will then
calculate the recommended parameters for that individual based on 220age formula for estimating maximum heart rate. The machine will display
60% to 90% of maximum heart rate in beats per minute for the user to
select. Their chosen level will depend upon their fitness level and their
goal. Once the workout starts the machine will take control and ensure
the user trains at the selected heart rate for the duration of the workout.
NB: Technogym recommend that HR should be set to NOT MODIFIABLE in the configuration menu for all machines so the user CANNOT manipulate the heart rate once set.
CARDIO - FOUNDATION WORKSHOP
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LEVEL 3 TRAINING - PROGRAMME TRAINING - EXERCISES
HEART RATE DRIVEN

LEVEL 3 TRAINING - PROGRAMME TRAINING - EXERCISES
HEART RATE DRIVEN

Benefits of CPR Training
• CPR workouts decrease the plateau effect experienced when a
programme is not updated as often as necessary to continue
progression.
• As the user improves their fitness, the machine adjusts its level to
mantain the heart rate.
• CPR is a great opportunity to interact with customers of all levels and
challenge their workout.
• CPR training is particularly effective when dealing with special
populations including the elderly, overweight, diabetics, and cardiac
rehabilitation patients* as their workout can be controlled with
minimal supervision.

*CPR is not appropriate for clients taking heart rate regulatory medication.
30
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The table shows the Heart Rate ranges for specific age groups based on
220 – age to estimate max HR

AGE

65%-75% of Max Heart Rate
Light to Moderate

75%-85% of Max Heart Rate
Moderate to Heavy

20

130-150

150-170

25

127-146

146-166

30

123-142

142-161

35

120-138

138-157

40

117-135

135-153

45

114-131

131-149

50

110-127

127-144

55

107-124

124-140

60

104-120

120-136

65

101-116

116-132

70

97-112

112-127
CARDIO - FOUNDATION WORKSHOP
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LEVEL 3 TRAINING - PROGRAMME TRAINING - EXERCISES
HEART RATE DRIVEN

LEVEL 3 TRAINING - PROGRAMME TRAINING - EXERCISES
HEART RATE DRIVEN

A heart rate monitor MUST be worn
for this programme.
The Weight Loss programme establishes the user’s fitness level during
an initial 3 minute CPR processing stage. It will then recommend a target
heart rate, for maximum calorie expenditure, based on the desired length
of workout and mode. This process ensures that the user works at the
most efficient level for calorie and fat utilisation.
This programme is personalised weight loss; this is due to the initial
warm up period. The workout prescribed by the machine will vary
depending on the user’s heart rate response to exercise and their fitness
level on that day. Therefore the workout will change and progress as the
fitness level of the user progresses, ensuring goals are progressed and a
plateau avoided.

A heart rate monitor MUST be worn
for this programme.
The Training Zone workout is again based upon heart rate however this
time the user can select a LIGHT (1), MODERATE (2) or HARD (3) workout
intensity. This selection will vary depending on the user, their fitness
level and how much time they have to train.
The zones correspond as follows:

BIKE:
LIGHT		
MODERATE
HARD		

65% of maximum heart rate
65%+10 beats per minute
65%+20 beats per minute

RUN NOW:
LIGHT		
MODERATE
HARD		

65%+10 beats per minute
65%+20 beats per minute
65%+30 beats per minute

Daily changes such as state of mind, recovery from illness or fatigue may affect the
heart rate and therefore the Training Zone workout. The technique and economy of a
particular exercise as well as the muscle groups used affect Training Zone too.
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LEVEL 3 TRAINING - PROGRAMME TRAINING - EXERCISES
ADVANCED – CREATE YOUR OWN EXERCISE/PRESET PROFILES

LEVEL 3 TRAINING - PROGRAMME TRAINING - EXERCISES
ADVANCED – CREATE YOUR OWN EXERCISE/PRESET PROFILES

A user can create an interval session for their fitness level and specific
training goal.

ON BIKE, RECLINE, SYNCHRO, VARIO:
• Select a goal, time or distance
• Set the goal value for each step
• Set the power for each step
ON RUN THERE ARE TWO OPTIONS AVAILABLE:
• Create your own in km/h (speed)
• Create your own in min/km (pace)
STEP UP AS FOLLOWS:
• Select a goal, time or distance
• Set the goal value for each step
• Set the speed and gradient or pace and gradient for each step
The set-up of these programmes is made quicker by the copy button, allowing the user to COPY steps across the workout.
Note: During a step the workload can be changed (speed, gradient, power) however
this change is applicable to the step in process ONLY and does not adjust the remaining
steps in the workout.
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LEVEL 3 TRAINING - PROGRAMME TRAINING - EXERCISES TESTS

LEVEL 3 TRAINING - PROGRAMME TRAINING - EXERCISES TESTS

Sub-Maximal Fitness Tests
1. Sub-Maximal, with a protocol applicable to many users. You need to
wear the chest band to perform the submaximal tests. If there is no heart
rate signal for 100 consecutive seconds the test is cancelled, then it
ends without giving any result.
The test is based on linear correlation between heart rate and VO2. This
test consists of a warm-up and two sub-maximal test phases with
workloads of intensity between 65% and 75% of the HR max (220-age).
The two intervals are sufficiently long to allow a metabolic steady state.

(ii) A test stage of about 3 minutes, at a steady state, once the required
heart rate is reached.
(iii) A subsequent test stage in constant heart rate mode at 75% (70%
in Top Excite) of the maximum theoretical heart rate (step2); with ‘this
stage lasts for about 4 minutes once the target heart rate is reached.
The procedure is automatic, based on controlling the heart rate with
the continuous biofeedback between the subject (using the heart
rate monitor) and the CPR system. The machines are equipped with a
computerised resistance control that allows the heart rate to be kept
constant for the entire time.

At the end of the test there is a 1 minute cooling down stage at an effort
level half that of the test stage.
(i) Warm-up is a 90 second stage:
Run Now/Jog Now		

gradient of 0% and speed 3.5 kph

Bike/Recline/Synchro

50 watts

Top				30 watts
Step				50 spm
Cardio Wave			
36
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60 spm
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LEVEL 3 TRAINING - PROGRAMME TRAINING - EXERCISES TESTS

LEVEL 3 TRAINING - PROGRAMME TRAINING - EXERCISES TESTS

Sub-Maximal Fitness Tests

Sub-Maximal Fitness Tests

2. Single Stage model, this is a single-point submaximal protocol, in
which the load is set by the user.

3. Multistage model, this is a two-point submaximal protocol, in which
the mode and the load for each of the two steps is set by the user.

The single stage model includes a 90 second warm up, at half the set
speed and gradient of 0%; followed by a 5 minute effort stage. At the end
of the test the load decreases for the cool down, during which the results
are displayed:

For the run, the minimum speed that can be set is 7.0 km/h; for the walk,
the maximum speed that can be set is 6.9 km/h. The minimum load for
the second step is given by the value set for the first step.

Maximum heart rate reached

beats/min

180

Absolute max V02

l/min

10.03

Relative max V02

ml/kg/min

5.0

METs

15.0

-

10

Max METs
Effort level recommended for training

The multistage model includes a 90 second warm up, with gradient 0%
and half the speed set for the first step; followed by two effort stages,
each lasting 4 minutes.

When the STOP key is pressed, or if there is no heart rate signal for 100 consecutive seconds, the test is cancelled, then it ends without giving any results.
38
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LEVEL 3 TRAINING - PROGRAMME TRAINING - EXERCISES TESTS

Sub-Maximal Fitness Tests

At the end of the test the load decreases for the cool down, during which
the results are displayed:
Maximum heart rate reached

beats/min

180

Absolute max V02

l/min

10.03

Relative max V02

ml/kg/min

5.0

METs

15.0

-

10

Max METs
Effort level recommended for training

When the STOP key is pressed, or if there is no heart rate signal for 100 consecutive seconds, the test is cancelled, then it ends without giving any result.
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4. Borg 15, this submaximal test is available just on Bikes equipped
with UNITY interface. To start the test, you must insert your age and your
weight. The user is requested to press the Stop button when his RPE is
equal to 15.
The Borg 15 test is in two stages; the warm up stage lasts 120” at 30
Watts. The test stage starts at 30 Watts with an increment range of 15
Watts per minute. The test stops when the user presses the Stop button.
At the end of the test (6’30”) the workload decreases for the cool down,
during which the results are displayed:
Absolute max V02

-

-

Relative max V02

-

-

METs

-

-

Maximum Power

-

-

Training effort level (1-25)

-

-

Time duration

-

-

CARDIO - FOUNDATION WORKSHOP
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LEVEL 3 TRAINING - PROGRAMME TRAINING - EXERCISES TESTS

Sub-Maximal Fitness Tests

5. Fit Test, this submaximal test is available just on Bikes equipped with
UNITY interface. To start the test, you must insert your age, weight gender
and select your level.
The Fit test is in two stages:

At the end of the test (6’30”) the workload decreases for the cool down,
during which the results are displayed:
Absolute max V02

-

-

Relative max V02

-

-

METs

-

-

Maximum Power

-

-

Training effort level (1-25)

-

-

• The warm up stage lasts 1’30” at 70% of the workload Watts. Through
a pop-up the machine signals to the user to mantain a speed of 60-80
rpm. Every time that the user exits from the range, another message
highlights that he has to return inside the correct range. he has 10”
before that the test stops automatically.
• The effort stage lasts 5’ and the intensity depends from the level that
the user has selected at the setting point.
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LEVEL 3 TRAINING - PROGRAMME TRAINING - EXERCISES TESTS

Military Tests
Apart from the Gerkin Protocol, which lasts 11 minutes, all the other
military tests have a distance goal to be covered in the least amount of
time possible.
During the tests the Goal keys and the keys for changing the gradient
are not enabled. The keys for changing the speed are enabled during the
effort stage. At the end of test there is a 3 minute cooling down stage
with half the speed of the last effort step and gradient 0%.

Military Tests

1. Air Force PRT Test (IPPT)
The Air Force PRT test requires the user to cover 2.4 km, with gradient 1%,
in the shortest possible time.
The starting speed is set by the user. During the test the speed edit keys
are enabled. At the end of the test the load decreases for the cool down,
during which the results are displayed:
Test duration
Points

min:sec

10:20

-

45.00

When the STOP key is pressed, the test is cancelled, then it ends without
giving any results.
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Military Tests

Military Tests

2. Navy PRT Test

3. Army PFT Test

The Navy PRT test requires the user to cover 2.4 km, with gradient 1%, in
the shortest possible time.

The Army PFT test requires the user to cover 3.2 km, with gradient 0%, in
the shortest possible time.

The starting speed is set by the user. During the test the speed edit
keys are enabled. Furthermore you are requested to specify if the test
is performed at an altitude below or above 1,525 metres (5000 ft) to
calculate the results. At the end of the test the load decreases for the cool
down, during which the results are displayed:

The starting speed is set by the user. During the test the speed edit keys
are enabled. At the end of the test the load decreases for the cool down,
during which the results are displayed:

Test duration

min:sec

10:20

Points

-

45.00

Category

-

Good

Level

-

High

Test duration
Points

min:sec

10:20

-

45.00

When the STOP key is pressed, the test is cancelled, then it ends without
giving any results.

When the STOP key is pressed, the test is cancelled, then it ends without
giving any results.
46
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Military Tests

Military Tests

4. PEB (Federal Law Enforcement) Test

5. Gerkin Protocol

The PEB test requires the user to cover 2.4 km, with gradient 0%, in the
shortest possible time.

The Gerkin Protocol includes a 3 minute warm up stage.

The starting speed is set by the user. During the test the speed edit keys
are enabled. At the end of the test the load decreases for the cool down,
during which the results are displayed:
Test duration
Points

min:sec

10:20

-

45.00

When the STOP key is pressed, the test is cancelled, then it ends without
giving any results.
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STEP

TIME

SPEED

GRADIENT

warm

up 3 min

4.8 km/h

0%

1

1 min

7.2 km/h

0%

2

1 min

7.2 km/h

2%

3

1 min

8.0 km/h

2%

4

1 min

8.0 km/h

4%

5

1 min

8.8 km/h

4%

6

1 min

8.8 km/h

6%

7

1 min

9.6 km/h

6%

8

1 min

9.6 km/h

8%

9

1 min

10.4 km/h

8%

10

1 min

10.4 km/h

10%

11

1 min

11.2 km/h

10%
CARDIO - FOUNDATION WORKSHOP
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LEVEL 3 TRAINING - PROGRAMME TRAINING - EXERCISES TESTS

The test ends by exceeding 85% of the maximum theoretical heart rate, if
the user exceeds 85% of the maximum theoretical heart rate, for 15” the
loads remain the same, then the test ends.
The test ends if STOP is not pressed before the end of the last step. At the
end of the test the load decreases for the cool down, during which the
results are displayed:
Maximum heart rate reached

beats/min

180

Absolute max V02

l/min

10.03

Relative max V02

ml/kg/min

5.0

METs

15.0

-

10

Max METs
Effort level recommended for training

Military Tests

6. GTO
This military test is available just on RUN equipped with UNITY interface.
To start the test, you must insert your age, your weight, your gender, the
speed and the test mode. The possible test modes are two: “the longdistance race” and “the cross-country race”. In the first one, the user has
to cover a defined distance with a fixed incline (equal to 0). In the second
one, there is a distance to be covered, but with a variable incline.
The test finishes when the set distance is covered.
At the end of the test the workload decreases for the cool down, during
which the results are displayed:
• AGE
• TIME
• DISTANCE
• LEVEL/CATEGORY to understand if the test has been passed or not
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LEVEL 3 TRAINING - PROGRAMME TRAINING - EXERCISES TESTS

The graphs in the centre of the screen show the heart rate progression
and the workout effort until all the test time expires. The test ends for
exhaustion when the STOP key or the emergency stop key are pressed;
then the effort level decreases for the cool down, during which the
results are displayed:

Maximal Tests

1. Maximal Test
The maximal test is a test to exhaustion suitable for a fit user. You need
to wear the heart rate monitor to perform the test; if there is no heart rate
signal the exercise does not start.
To perform this test the maximum heart rate is required as well as age,
weight and gender; however if you don’t know your max heart rate you
can continue without inserting it. In this case a maximum theretical HR
will apply.
The maximal test is performed in running mode and is in two stages:
1.

a 15 minute warm up stage at progressively higher heart rates:

Maximum heart rate reached

beats/min

180

Absolute max V02

l/min

10.03

Relative max V02

ml/kg/min

5.0

Max METs

METs

15.0

Max reached speed

km/h

5.5

Anaerobic heart rate

beats/min

115

km/h

10.5

Anaerobic speed

5 minutes at 65% of the maximum heart rate;
5 minutes at 70% of the maximum heart rate;
5 minutes at 75% of the maximum heart rate.
2.
52

a test stage, not in CPR mode, with increases in speed
every minute.
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Maximal Tests

Maximal Tests

2. Custom Maximal Test

3. Bruce Test

The custom maximal test is for very fit users.

The Bruce test is for any category of user. There is no specific warm up stage for
the Bruce test; you are advised to warm up for a few minutes before the test.

In the custom maximal test the loads are set by the user: starting speed,
speed increase between one step and the next and the single step
duration. There is no specific warm up stage; therefore you are advised to
set the first step or steps with appropriate loads or to warm up for a few
minutes before the test. The test ends for exhaustion when the STOP key
or the emergency stop key are pressed; then the effort level decreases
for the cool down, during which the results are displayed:
Maximum heart rate reached

TIME

SPEED

GRADIENT

1

3 min

2.7 km/h

10%

2

3 min

4.0 km/h

12%

3

3 min

5.5 km/h

14%

4

3 min

6.8 km/h

16%

5

3 min

8.0 km/h

18%

beats/min

180

Absolute max V02

l/min

10.03

Relative max V02

ml/kg/min

5.0

Max METs

METs

15.0

Maximum heart rate reached

Max reached speed

km/h

5.5

Anaerobic heart rate

beats/min
km/h

Anaerobic speed
54
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The test ends after 15 minutes or if the STOP key is pressed; then the load
decreases for the cool down, during which the results are displayed:
beats/min

180

Absolute max V02

l/min

10.03

115

Relative max V02

ml/kg/min

5.0

10.5

Max METs

METs

15.0

CARDIO - FOUNDATION WORKSHOP
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The test ends after 21 minutes or if the STOP key is pressed; then the load
decreases for the cool down, during which the results are displayed:

Maximal Tests

Maximum heart rate reached

4. Bruce Modified Test
The Bruce modified test is for any category of user, as well as high risk
individuals. There is no specific warm up stage for the Bruce modified
test; you are advised to warm up for a few minutes before the test.

56

STEP

TIME

SPEED

GRADIENT

1

3 min

2.7 km/h

0%

2

3 min

2.7 km/h

5%

3

3 min

2.7 km/h

10%

4

3 min

4.0 km/h

12%

5

3 min

5.5 km/h

14%

6

3 min

6.8 km/h

16%

7

3 min

8.0 km/h

18%

CARDIO - FOUNDATION WORKSHOP

beats/min

180

Absolute max V02

l/min

10.03

Relative max V02

ml/kg/min

5.0

METs

15.0

Max METs
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The test ends after 14 minutes or if the STOP key is pressed; then the load
decreases for the cool down, during which the results are displayed:

Maximal Tests

5. Naughton Test

Maximum heart rate reached

The Naughton test is specifically for the assessment of individuals with heart
disease or high risk. There is no specific warm up stage for the Naughton
test; you are advised to warm up for a few minutes before the test.
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STEP

TIME

SPEED

GRADIENT

1

2 min

1.6 km/h

0%

2

2 min

3.2 km/h

0%

3

2 min

3.2 km/h

3.5%

4

2 min

3.2 km/h

7%

5

2 min

3.2 km/h

10.5%

6

2 min

3.2 km/h

14%

7

2 min

3.2 km/h

17.5%

CARDIO - FOUNDATION WORKSHOP

beats/min

180

Absolute max V02

l/min

10.03

Relative max V02

ml/kg/min

5.0

METs

15.0

Max METs
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MEN

Maximal Tests

6. Balke & Ware Test
The Balke & Ware test is for any category of user. There is no specific
warm up stage for the Balke & Ware test; you are advised to warm up for
a few minutes before the test.
The loads of the effort stage are different for men and women, and are
divided as indicated in the tables below.
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STEP

TIME

SPEED

GRADIENT

1

1 min

5.3 km/h

0%

2

1 min

5.3 km/h

2%

3

1 min

5.3 km/h

3%

4

1 min

5.3 km/h

4%

5

1 min

5.3 km/h

5%

6

1 min

5.3 km/h

6%

7

1 min

5.3 km/h

7%

8

1 min

5.3 km/h

8%

9

1 min

5.3 km/h

9%

10

1 min

5.3 km/h

10%

11

1 min

5.3 km/h

11%

12

1 min

5.3 km/h

12%

13

1 min

5.3 km/h

13%

14

1 min

5.3 km/h

14%

15

1 min

5.3 km/h

15%

16

1 min

5.3 km/h

16%

17

1 min

5.3 km/h

17%

18

1 min

5.3 km/h

18%

CARDIO - FOUNDATION WORKSHOP
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STEP

TIME

SPEED

GRADIENT

1

3 min

4.8 km/h

0.0%

2

3 min

4.8 km/h

2.5%

3

3 min

4.8 km/h

5.0%

4

3 min

4.8 km/h

7.5%

5

3 min

4.8 km/h

10.0%

6

3 min

4.8 km/h

12.5%

7

3 min

4.8 km/h

15.0%

8

3 min

4.8 km/h

17.5%

The test ends after the last step or if the STOP key is pressed; then the
load decreases for the cool down, during which the results are displayed:

7. Astrand Modified Test
The Astrand modified test is for very fit users. In the astrand modified
test the speed is set by the user and the value must be between 8.0 and
13.0 km/h. You are advised to warm up for 5 minutes before the test,
with a walk or a light run.
STEP

TIME

SPEED

GRADIENT

beats/min

180

1

3 min

Set by user

0.0%

Absolute max V02

l/min

10.03

2

2 min

Set by user

2.5%

Relative max V02

ml/kg/min

5.0

3

2 min

Set by user

5.0%

METs

15.0

4

2 min

Set by user

7.5%

5

2 min

Set by user

10.0%

6

2 min

Set by user

12.5%

7

2 min

Set by user

15.0%

8

2 min

Set by user

17.5%

Maximum heart rate reached

Max METs
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The test ends after 17 minutes or if the STOP key is pressed; then the load
decreases for the cool down, during which the results are displayed:
Maximum heart rate reached

beats/min

180

Absolute max V02

l/min

10.03

Relative max V02

ml/kg/min

5.0

METs

15.0

Max METs
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Maximal Tests

8. Costill & Fox Test
The Costill & Fox test is for very fit users. You are advised to warm up for
10 minutes before the test, with a walk or a light run.
STEP

TIME

SPEED

GRADIENT

1

2 min

14.3 km/h

0%

2

2 min

14.3 km/h

2%

3

2 min

14.3 km/h

4%

4

2 min

14.3 km/h

6%

5

2 min

14.3 km/h

8%

6

2 min

14.3 km/h

10%

7

2 min

14.3 km/h

12%

8

2 min

14.3 km/h

14%

9

2 min

14.3 km/h

16%

10

2 min

14.3 km/h

18%
CARDIO - FOUNDATION WORKSHOP
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The test ends after 20 minutes or if the STOP key is pressed; then the load
decreases for the cool down, during which the results are displayed:

1. Fitness, with a protocol applicable to many users. You need to wear
the chest band to perform the submaximal tests. If there is no heart rate
signal for 100 consecutive seconds the test is cancelled, then it ends
without giving any results.

Maximum heart rate reached

beats/min

180

Absolute max V02

l/min

10.03

Relative max V02

ml/kg/min

5.0

METs

15.0

Max METs

The test is based on linear correlation between heart rate and V02. This
test consists of a warm-up and two sub-maximal test phases with
workloads of intensity between 65% and 75% of the HR max (220-age).
The two intervals are sufficiently long to allow a metabolic steady state.
At the end of the test there is a 1 minute cooling down stage at an effort
level half that of the test stage.
(i) Warm-up is a 90 second stage at 30 watts.
(ii) A test stage of about 3 minutes, once the heart rate required is
reached, at constant heart rate (step 1).
(iii) A subsequent test stage in constant heart rate mode at 70% of the
maximum theoretical heart rate (step 2); this stage lasts for about 4
minutes once the heart rate required is reached.
The procedure is automatic, based on controlling the heart rate with
the continuous biofeedback between the subject (using the heart
rate monitor) and the CPR system. The machines are equipped with a
computerised resistance control that allows the heart rate to be kept
constant for the entire time.
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PERFORMANCE INDEX (PI)

2. Custom Maximal, is for very fit users. Heart rate is recommended, if it
is not worn, the maximum heart rate cannot be calculated.

The Performance Index (PI) was invented by Technogym to give a
concise and easily comparable assessment of performance in a workout.
A heart rate monitor must be worn for a minimum of 3 consecutive
minutes to obtain a results.

(i) First enter the starting power.
(ii) Then type in how much the load must increase between each step.
(iii) Then enter the time in for each step.
There is no specific warm up stage therefore you are advised to set the
first step or steps with appropriate loads or to warm up for a few minutes
before the test. The test is considered concluded when the STOP key is
pressed.
3. Wingate Test, is a maximal test for any category of user. Heart rate
is recommended, if it is not worn, the maximum heart rate cannot be
calculated. Test is performed at constant torque and requires entry of the
resistance.

The index is based on a rating scale ranging from 0 to 99; the higher
the rating, the greater your aerobic capacity. If your performance index
increases, this means that you are exercising more intensely without
increasing your heart rate.
The criteria used to calculate the performance index makes it possible
compare tests taken by people of different ages. The results can only be
compared where the exercise duration and intensity are constant.

PI VALUE

RATING

Considering the maximum effort required, it is important that the test is
preceded by a correct warm up lasting at least 10 minutes, and that it is
followed by a cool down stage.

Under 10

Improvable

From 11 to 20

Fair

From 21 to 30

Very good

When this message scrolls, accompanied by a beep, the user must go at
maximum speed for 30 seconds.

From 31 to 40

Excellent

Over 40

Superb
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• Be always motivated with Virtual Races
• Travel to new destinations thanks to 16 new Outdoor videos
• Users can now find the most appreciated workout options directly
on the home page

TREADMILL WORKOUTS - RACES

TM
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TM

MARATHONS
With Marathons you can experience running the most famous marathons
in your gym. Choose the location and immerse yourself in the virtual
setting, made more realistic by the changing incline of the treadmill to
mirror the original path. You don’t need to run the whole marathon at once;
just log in and UNITY™ 3.0 will pick up from where you left off last time!
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TREADMILL WORKOUTS - RACES

TREADMILL WORKOUTS - RACES

VERSUS

THE ARENA (PATENT PENDING)

With Versus you can challenge friends and fellow members over a preferred
distance and track, choosing between the arena or famous marathon
routes. Up to 60 people can compete in real time against each other inside
the same facility. Create your own race or join someone else’s and prepare
for the adrenaline coursing through your veins!

Enter The Arena and join all other participants (anyone running on a
treadmill inside the facility) on the running track. Log in and choose who
you want to run next to.

TM
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RACES APP FOR UNITY 1&2 (NEW SOFTWARE VERSION)

WORKOUTS - 16 NEW OUTDOOR VIDEOS

TM

TM

RACES APP is now available on UNITY 1&2
Installing on UNITY 1&2 the latest firmware version 3.25.20 UNITY
version released, it will be possible to have on a UNITY platform of a
Artis Run, Excite Run 1000 and Excite Run 600 the RACES App, with its
interactive environments:
• VERSUS: Challenge friends on the preferred distance and on the
preferred track
• MARATHON: Run alone on the most famous marathon courses
• THE ARENA: Run together with the other members of the facility that
are working on treadmills
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OUTDOOR VIDEOS
A wide set of new OUTDOOR courses is available with UNITY 3.0; 8 new
courses for treadmill and crosstrainers and another 8 for bikes.
Videos have been realized with a new partner to offer a much better picture
quality and fluidity.
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NEW OUTDOOR VIDEOS UPGRADE KIT (SD CARD)
UNITY 3 Outdoor videos (8 for Bikes and 8 for Runs) are now available as
an upgrade for UNITY 1 & UNITY 2 machines.
To upgrade products already on the field:
• Install on UNITY the latest firmware version 3.25.20 UNITY 2 released
(or following)
• Install on each machine one add on SD card kit code: A0000895

USER MANUAL

Installing the latest UNITY firmware version, the customer will
additionally receive the new UNITY 3.0 functionalities: Bluetooth
environment, On trend workouts, Races app
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Crossover
Synchro
Vario
Bike
Recline
Step
Climb
Top
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CONTENTS

TRAINING ZONE EXERCISE

DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTROL PANEL
• Function keys
• Manual control keys
• Profile LEDs
• Heart rate LEDs
• The number pad
• The alphanumeric display
• The goal arc and dial
QUICK START
COOL DOWN
GOAL DRIVEN EXERCISES
CONSTANT HEART RATE (CPR) EXERCISE
CUSTOM EXERCISE
THE TESTS

WEIGHT LOSS EXERCISE
WARM UP
CRUISE CONTROL EXERCISE
PROFILE WORKOUT
• Predefined profiles
• Personal profiles
PROGRAMMING PERSONAL PROFILES
PERFORMANCE INDEX
WORKOUTS WITH THE TGS KEY
INTEGRATION WITH NFC AND QR CODE
• NFC Sensor
• QR Code
CONFIGURATION MENU
OTHER CONTROL PANEL MESSAGES

• The fitness test
• The custom maximal test
• The Wingate test
• The Air Force PRT test
• The Navy PRT test
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DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTROL PANEL

DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTROL PANEL

G

A
D

E
C

F
B
A
B
C
D
E
F

Function keys for workout or test selection. If the corresponding LED lights up,
this key is active or the corresponding exercise is in progress.
Manual control keys
Profile LEDs
Heart rate LED
Number pad
Alphanumeric display

G

Goal arc and dial
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Note:
Depending on the country of destination, the equipment will display:
CHR™ (Constant Heart Rate), Smartkey™, mi and mph;
CPR (Constant Pulse Rate), TGS Key™, km and km/h.
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FUNCTION KEYS
starts a workout with a preset time, i.e. selecting time as a goal
in CPR workouts and profiles.

FUNCTION KEYS

starts a workout with a preset calorie consumption, i.e. selecting
calorie consumption as a goal in CPR workouts and profiles.
starts a workout with a preset running distance, i.e. selecting
distance as a goal in CPR workouts and profiles.
for starting a constant heart rate workout, in which the effort
level is automatically adjusted to keep the heart rate constant.
The workout duration depends on one of the three GOALS: time,
distance or calories.
starts a steps workout, in which the user sets the power and the
goal (time or distance) for each step. In Top, use the PROFILES
key to start this exercise.

starts a constant heart rate workout, in which the workout heart
rate is set on the basis of the user’s fitness; the time is set by
the user.
starts a workout that has the aim of burning the maximum
amount of calories in the time available. It is not available in Top.
starts one of the 6 different route types proposed by
Technogym, or for programming up to 9 personal route types.
The duration of the profiles is defined by one of the GOALS: time,
distance or calories for predefined profiles; time or distance for
personal profiles.
available in Top, starts a warm up exercise.
available in Top, starts a constant speed exercise.

starts the fitness test or other assessment tests, depending on
the product type.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTROL PANEL

MANUAL CONTROL KEYS

MANUAL CONTROL KEYS

Increases the effort level of a workout. The setting increases by 1
unit each time the key is pressed.
For constant speed exercises, this key increases the target speed
by 6 spm (Step) or 5 rpm (Top) or 1 spm (Climb) each time it is
pressed.
For constant power exercises (on Bike, Recline, Synchro, Vario,
Crossover), this key increases the target power by 10 watts each
time it is pressed, or by 1 watt on Top.
For constant heart rate exercises, this key increases the target
heart rate by 1 unit each time it is pressed (if the keys are
enabled in this way: see the Configuration menu section).

Stops the exercise for a short pause. During the pause, all the
control panel settings are blocked and the only keys enabled
are the START (restart) and STOP (end) keys.

Starts an exercise or restarts it after a pause.

To end each exercise and the cool down, and to cancel
workout programming.

Decreases the effort level of a workout. The setting decreases by
1 unit each time the key is pressed.
For constant speed exercises, this key decreases the target speed
by 6 spm (Step) or 5 rpm (Top) or 1 spm (Climb) each time it is
pressed.
For constant power exercises (on Bike, Recline, Synchro, Vario,
Crossover), this key decreases the target power by 10 watts each
time it is pressed, or by 1 watt on Top.
For constant heart rate exercises, this key decreases the target
heart rate by 1 unit each time it is pressed (if the keys are
enabled in this way: see the Configuration menu section).
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PROFILE LEDs

HEART RATE LEDS

The height of the 12 LED columns is proportional to the exercise effort
level; each line corresponds to 5 levels. The columns light up gradually
until they are fully lit at the end of the workout, and the column
corresponding to the current step blinks. In workouts where the total
time is neither known nor calculable and the distance and calories
are also unknown, a column lights up every minute and the column
corresponding to the current minute blinks.

The heart rate LEDs will be unlit if there is no heart rate signal. If there is
a heart rate signal the LEDs will light up, and if the age has been entered
when programming the exercise or if the exercise has been stored on the
TGS key, the LEDs will all light up and the LED corresponding to the user’s
theoretical maximum heart rate will blink.

The first two LEDs, coloured orange, signal a heart rate less than 60% of
the theoretical maximum heart rate; the four central LEDs, coloured green,
signal values between 60% and 90%; the two red LEDs signal a heart rate
greater than 90%. The graph for selecting the workout heart rate is shown in
the Monitoring the heart rate section in the equipment manual.
<50%
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50%

60%

68%

75%

83%

90%

100%

>100%
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THE NUMBER PAD

THE ALPHANUMERIC DISPLAY

The number pad is for entering the numerical values requested when setting
the workouts. Only figures are entered, i.e. 7 and 5 to indicate 7.5 km.

The alphanumeric display alternates between the display of the current
exercise numerical values and the display of all the messages.

As well as the figures, the number pad also has CLEAR and ENTER keys.

The following values are displayed during an exercise:
• power, expressed in watts.
• distance covered in kilometres. If the count goes over the display
maximum (99.99), it starts again from zero.

confirms the entered value and proceeds;

In Step and in Climb the distance is expressed in floors. If the count goes
over the display maximum (999.9), tenths are no longer shown in order to
display thousands (1000, 1001, 1002, ...).

press once to delete the entered value; press twice to go back to
the previous message.

• calories burned, in kilocalories. If the count goes over the display
maximum (9999), only the last four figures of the count are shown (e.g.
1234 for 11234).
• heart rate, expressed in number of beats per minute.
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• time elapsed, in minutes and seconds. If the time goes over the display
maximum (99:59), it will be shown in hours and minutes (e.g. 1 hour
and 30 minutes is shown as 1H:30).

DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTROL PANEL

• speed, expressed in spm (strides per minute) or rpm (revolutions per
minute), depending on the type of the product.

The arc of LEDs lights up from left to right in time with the workout, until the
set goal is reached. The LED corresponding to the current time/distance/
calories portion blinks.

The second numerical value can indicate either distance or calories and the
fourth numerical value either time or distance, depending on the type of
workout or the selected goal, as the value not shown on the alphanumeric
display will be shown in the goal dial.
In Step and in Climb the distance is expressed in floors instead of km also in
the messages.

THE GOAL ARC AND DIAL

The type of goal selected is lit up in the arc during the exercise.
The numerical value for the selected goal increases.
The keys are for increasing or decreasing the selected goal value during the
exercise. Depending on the type of goal, the value increases or decreases in
steps of 1 minute, 0.1 km or 10 calories each time the key is pressed.
The distance in Step and in Climb increases or decreases by 1 floor each time
the key is pressed.
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QUICK START

COOL DOWN

Exercises started with START are on a time increase basis; the
age and weight values are predefined, i.e. 30 years and 70
kilograms.

At the end of each exercise and test, there is a cooling down stage at half
the load of the exercise just completed.
The workloads can be modified using the corresponding keys in the same
way as during the exercise.

In Bike, Recline, Synchro, Vario and Crossover, this exercise is performed
at a constant torque and starts at effort level 1.

The profile LED columns are blocked, showing the gradient for the
exercise just ended.

In Top this exercise is performed at a constant torque and starts at effort
level 5.

Everything switches off in the goal arc; the goal dial will either show the
total time of the exercise just ended, the total distance covered or the
total calories burned.

In Step and in Climb, this exercise is performed at a constant speed and
starts at effort level 1.
The columns of the profile LEDs light up one per minute; the last column
to light up, i.e. the one for the current minute, blinks. From the 13th
minute onwards, the columns move to the left so that the current minute
column is always visible.
The time is shown in the goal dial and arc as it increases; the LED for the
current minute blinks in the arc.
The keys for changing the effort level and the keys STOP and PAUSE are
enabled.

The workout results alternate on the alphanumeric display:

average H.R. = 120 bpm
• if the heart rate monitor has been used for at least 3 minutes during
the exercise

P.I. = 10
• if the heart rate monitor has been used for at least 3 minutes during
the exercise

average speed = 115 spm
• in workouts at constant speed
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COOL DOWN

GOAL DRIVEN EXERCISES
average power = 350 watt

• During the cool down, the TGS key can be inserted in the reader to
save the results of the exercise just ended.

insert the TGS key to save data

Press the GOAL keys in standby to select an exercise, in which the only
parameter to set before starting is the total duration, in terms of time,
calories to be burned or distance to cover.
In Bike, Recline, Synchro, Vario and Crossover, this exercise is performed
at a constant torque and starts at effort level 1.

• To stop the cool down, press the Stop key.

In Top this exercise is performed at a constant torque and starts at effort
level 5.

The self-powered version has to be kept moving to keep it turned on. If
you stop moving for a certain time (as indicated by the profile LEDs, see
the „Other control panel messages” section), during the workout, the
exercise stops without the cool down procedure. If the TGS key is inserted
when you stop moving, the exercise results will be saved on them.

In Step and in Climb, this exercise is performed at a constant speed and
starts at effort level 1.
Press the key for the selected goal.

time = min. 30
calories = 320
distance = km 20.5
Type in the goal value with the number keys and then press ENTER to
confirm and proceed. The exercise starts.
The age and weight values are set initially, then, if the heart rate signal is
detected, the age will be requested.
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GOAL DRIVEN EXERCISES

for the max H.R. enter age: 30

If the age has been entered, the body weight will be requested for the
exact calculation of the calories.

Type in the age with the number keys and then press ENTER to confirm
and proceed. On the basis of the age, the maximum heart rate value
specified by the user is calculated; the maximum heart rate percentage is
then indicated by the blinking LED in the heart rate bar.

Type in the weight with the number keys and then press ENTER to
confirm and proceed.

If no data are entered, the exercise proceeds without a specific LED
blinking for the heart rate.

In a calories workout, the weight is requested even if the age hasn’t been
entered.

for the exact calories enter weight: kg 70

If no data are entered, the calorie consumption will be calculated on the
basis of a bodyweight of 70 kg.
The profile LED columns light up in sequence during the exercise until all
the goal values have expired.
The goal value is shown in the goal dial as it increases; the goal arc lights
up proportionally from left to right until the entire set value has expired.
The following keys are enabled:
• the effort level edit keys
• the STOP and PAUSE keys
• the goal value edit keys
• the keys for changing the type of goal (time, calories, distance)
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CONSTANT HEART RATE (CPR) EXERCISE

The constant heart rate exercise is very important in situations where
specific heart rate levels have to be maintained. In the constant heart
rate exercise the exercise workload is automatically adjusted to take the
heart rate to the preselected level and keep it constant throughout the
entire exercise duration.
The heart rate monitor is needed for the constant heart rate exercise. If
there is no heart rate signal the exercise does not start.
Press the

key in standby.

select goal: TIME CALORIES DISTANCE
Press the key for the selected goal.

time = min. 30
calories = 320
distance = km 20.5
Type in the goal value with the number keys and then press ENTER to
confirm and proceed.

age = 30

constant H.R. (125-155) = 130
The values corresponding to 60% and 90% of the maximum heart rate are
given in brackets as a reference.
Type in the heart rate you want to maintain constantly throughout
the workout with the number keys, then press ENTER to confirm and
proceed. The exercise starts.
30 seconds after the start of the exercise, the body weight will be
requested for the exact calculation of the calories.

for the exact calories enter weight: kg 70
Type in the weight with the number keys and then press ENTER to
confirm and proceed.
If no data are entered, the calorie consumption will be calculated on the
basis of a bodyweight of 70 kg.
The profile LED columns light up in sequence during the exercise until all
the goal values have expired.
The goal value is shown in the goal dial as it increases; the goal arc lights
up proportionally from left to right until the entire set value has expired.

Type in the age with the number keys and then press ENTER to confirm
and proceed.
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CONSTANT HEART RATE (CPR) EXERCISE

CUSTOM EXERCISE

The following keys are enabled:
• the effort level edit keys

The CUSTOM exercise can be used to create a personal profile consisting
of a number of steps, up to a maximum of 12. The workload and duration
are defined when programming each step.

• the STOP and PAUSE keys

In Top, for this workout, see the Profile workout section.

• the goal value edit keys
If, during the exercise, there is no heart rate signal for 60 consecutive
seconds, the CPR exercise becomes a goal driven exercise, keeping the
same goal (i.e. time, calories or distance).

Press the

key in standby.

select goal: TIME or DISTANCE
Press the key for the selected goal.
Now there is the programming of the individual steps: for each step
you must set the chosen GOAL value, and the power or the speed, as
described below.

step 1: time = min. 5
step 2: distance = km 2.0
Type in the goal value with the number keys and then press ENTER to
confirm and proceed.

power = watts 50
or

speed = spm 150
Type in the power or the speed for the first step and then press ENTER to
confirm and proceed.
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CUSTOM EXERCISE

insert a value or press ENTER to end
At the end of every step you can:
• either enter the goal value for the next step, followed by the power or
the speed, and then proceed with programming other steps;

step 2: time = min. 3
step 2: distance = km. 3.5
step 2: floors = 80
• or press ENTER to end the programming and start the exercise.
The age and weight values are set initially, then, if the heart rate signal is
detected, the age will be requested.

for the max H.R. enter age: 30
Type in the age with the number keys and then press ENTER to confirm
and proceed. On the basis of the age, the maximum heart rate value
specified by the user is calculated; the maximum heart rate percentage is
then indicated by the blinking LED in the heart rate bar.
If no data are entered, the exercise proceeds without a specific LED
blinking for the heart rate.
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If the age has been entered, the body weight will be requested for the
exact calculation of the calories.

for the exact calories enter weight: kg 70
Type in the weight with the number keys and then press ENTER to
confirm and proceed.
If no data are entered, the calorie consumption will be calculated on the
basis of a bodyweight of 70 kg.
During the programming, a column of the profile LEDs lights up for every
step. During the exercise, on the other hand, the profile LED columns are
proportional to the total time or distance for the whole exercise, and light
up in sequence until all the set value has expired.
During the exercise the total goal value in the goal dial as it increases;
the goal arc lights up proportionally from left to right until all the time has
expired.
The following keys are enabled:
• the effort level edit keys; the change affects the parameters of the
whole exercise and not just the individual step
• the STOP and PAUSE keys
• the goal value edit keys; the change affects the whole exercise and
not just the individual step
CARDIO - FOUNDATION WORKSHOP
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THE TESTS

The following tests are available, depending on the equipment type:

Each test then proceeds in a specific way, as described below.

• Fitness test, on all products
• Wingate test, on Top

If the tests have not been performed with the TGS key, the results cannot
be saved.

• Custom maximal test, on Top

The test cannot be interrupted for a pause.

• Navy PRT test, on Synchro, Bike and Recline

THE FITNESS TEST

• Air Force PRT test, on Bike and Recline

The fitness test is a sub-maximal test suitable for quite unfit or
moderately fit users.

Press the
key in standby. If more than one test is available,
select the required test with the corresponding number key.

You need to wear the heart rate monitor to perform the test; if there is no
heart rate signal the test does not start.

The user’s age, bodyweight and gender may be required depending on
the type of test.

The fitness test is in three stages; in the warm up stage the workload is
determined externally; in the next two stages, the workload is internal, as
it is determined by the heart rate.

age = 30
Type in the age with the number keys and then press ENTER to confirm
and proceed.

weight = kg 70
Type in the body weight with the number keys and then press ENTER to
confirm and proceed.

STAGE

TIME

WORKLOAD

Warm
Up

90 seconds

In Bike, Recline, Synchro, Vario: 50 watts
In Top: 30 watt In Step: 50 spm. In
Climb: 40 spm Crossover: 60 spm

1

3 minutes after
reaching the workload

60% of the Max heart rate if the HR at the
end of warm up is <= 100
65% of the Max heart rate if the HR at the
end of warm up is > 100

2

4 minutes after
reaching the workload

75% of the Max heart rate

gender (M=1 / F=2) = 1
Press number key 1 to select male gender, or number key 2 to select
female gender. Then press ENTER to confirm and proceed.
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The profile LED columns light up in sequence during the exercise until the
test duration has completely expired. The time is shown in the goal dial
as it increases.

At the end of the test the effort level decreases for the cool down, during
which the results scroll by:

next H.R. = 160

absolute max V02 = 3.04

max. H.R. = 180

While you are reaching the heart rate required for each step the goal arc
stays switched off.

STEP 1: H.R. = 160

relative max V02 = 43.2
mets = 15.0
effort level for training = 10

On reaching the set heart rate, the goal arc lights up from left to right
until all the step time expires.

max power = 90 watts
In Bike, Recline, Synchro, Vario, Crossover, Top.

Only the STOP key is enabled, for cancelling the test. The test cannot be
interrupted for a pause.
When the STOP key is pressed, or if there is no heart rate signal for 100
consecutive seconds, the test is cancelled, then it ends without giving
any result:

maximum speed = 120 spm
In Step and Climb.

TEST CANCELLED
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THE CUSTOM MAXIMAL TEST

The test ends when the user is exhausted and presses the STOP key.

The custom maximal test is available in Top Excite. This test is for very fit
users in a good state of health.

During the cool down the results are scrolled on the alphanumeric
display:

To perform this test, in addition to age, weight and gender, you must also
set the workloads.

starting power = watt 120
Type in the test starting power with the number keys, then press ENTER
to confirm and proceed.

max. H.R. = 180
absolute max V02 = 3.04
relative max V02 = 38.1
max power = 180 watts

power increase = watt 10
Type in how much the load must increase between one step and the next
with the number keys; then press ENTER to confirm and proceed.

single step time (mm:ss) = 00.50
Type in the time, in minutes and seconds, for each step with the number
keys; then press ENTER to confirm and proceed.
There is no specific warm up stage; therefore you are advised to set the
first step or steps with appropriate loads or to warm up for a few minutes
before the test.
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THE WINGATE TEST

When the start message is displayed, you must go at maximum speed
for 30 seconds.

The Wingate test is available on Top. This is a maximal test for any
category of user.
The heart rate monitor is recommended: if it is not worn, the maximum
heart rate value cannot be calculated.
This test is performed at a constant torque and requires the user to enter
the resistance, as well as their age, bodyweight and gender.

resistance = Nm 32.9
The value proposed after the message is calculated on the basis of the
user’s weight previously entered; this value can be modified with the
number keys.

At the end of the test, the results are scrolled on the alphanumeric
display:

max power = 175 watts
relative max power = 4.0 watts/kg
average power = 150 watts
relative average power = 3.3 watts/kg
fatigue ratio = 58%
Only the STOP key is enabled, for cancelling the test.

Press ENTER to confirm and proceed.
Considering the maximum effort required, it is important that the test is
preceded by a correct warm up lasting at least 10 minutes, and that it is
followed by a cool down stage.

GO!
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THE AIR FORCE PRT TEST

STAGE

TIME

WORKLOAD

Warm
Up

2 minutes

50 watts

The test has a warm up stage lasting 2 minutes at 50 watts; then the
workload increases to bring the heart rate up to over 125 beats per
minute.

1

2 minutes

increase based on set parameters

The increase in workload depends on age, gender and training level.

2

2 minutes

The goal of the test is to keep the heart rate at over 125 beats per minute
for 6 minutes at a constant power.

+ 50 watts if HR is lower than 110
+ 25 watts if HR is between 111 and 120
+ 0 watts if HR is higher than 120

n

2 minutes

like step 2

You need to wear the heart rate monitor to do the Air Force test; if there is
no heart rate signal the test does not start.
To start the test, you must enter your age, weight, gender and number of
workouts per week.

If the heart rate has not reached the value required for the test, the power
is increased every 2 minutes; the 6 minutes required to calculate the
results start from the last workload increase.

Before starting, if the heart rate is already higher than 110 beats per
minute when the data is entered, the test does not start.
During the test, it is important to maintain a pedal speed of between 50
and 80 rpm.
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The test is cancelled and ends without giving any result in the following
circumstances:

THE NAVY PRT TEST

• if, at the end of the 6 minutes, the heart rate value goes back to below
125 beats per minute;
• if the heart rate value is over 85% of the theoretical max heart rate;
• if a speed of below 50 rpm or above 80 rpm is detected for more than
10 consecutive seconds;
• when the STOP key is pressed;
• if there is no heart rate signal for 100 consecutive seconds.
During the cool down the results are scrolled on the alphanumeric
display:

absolute max V02 = 3.04
relative max V02 = 43.2
power = 150 watts

To start the test, you must confirm the duration and enter your body
weight.
The heart rate monitor is not required.
The goal of the test is to achieve the maximum calorie consumption
possible in 12 minutes; to increase calorie consumption, the exercise
workload, i.e. speed and/or effort level is increased.
When the STOP key is pressed, the test is cancelled, and ends without
showing any result.
The test cannot be stopped for a pause. If movement stops, the test
continues and at the end of the test the calorie count includes the period
in which there was no movement.
During the test, the bodyweight entered at start-up is always shown at
the centre of the alphanumeric display.
At the end of the test, the following data are shown on the alphanumeric
display:
• instantaneous power and speed figures
• bodyweight
• total calories burned
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TRAINING ZONE EXERCISE

The Training zone exercise is performed at constant heart rate; the
training heart rate is determined by the user’s fitness level, who must
select the workout intensity: light, moderate or hard.
The heart rate monitor is needed for the constant heart rate exercise. If
there is no heart rate signal the exercise does not start.
Press the

key in standby.

age = 30
Type in the age with the number keys and then press ENTER to confirm
and proceed.
press 1 for light intensity, 2 for moderate, 3 for hard (1-2-3) = 2

Press number key 1 to select light intensity, number key 2 for moderate
intensity and number key 3 for a harder effort. Then press ENTER to
confirm and proceed.

time = min. 30
Type in the time with the number keys, then press ENTER to confirm and
proceed. The exercise starts.
30 seconds after the start of the exercise, the body weight will be
requested for the exact calculation of the calories.
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for the exact calories enter weight = kg 70
Type in the weight with the number keys and then press ENTER to
confirm and proceed.
If no data are entered, the calorie consumption will be calculated on the
basis of a bodyweight of 70 kg.
The profile LED columns light up in sequence during the exercise
until all the goal values have expired.
The goal value is shown in the goal dial as it increases; the goal arc lights
up proportionally from left to right until the entire set value has expired.
The following keys are enabled:
• the STOP and PAUSE keys
• the keys for changing the effort level, for changing the heart rate
value
• the goal value edit keys
If, during the exercise, there is no heart rate signal for 100
consecutive seconds, the exercise becomes a time goal exercise:

ATTENTION: H.R. NOT DETECTED
exercise goal in time
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WEIGHT LOSS EXERCISE

The aim of the Weight loss exercise is to burn the maximum amount of
calories in the time available.
The Weight loss workout is in two stages: a first processing stage at
constant heart rate; and a second stage with the actual exercise. The
heart rate monitor is therefore needed, at least during the first stage; If
there is no heart rate signal the exercise does not start.
Press the

key in standby.

age = 30
Type in the age with the number keys and then press ENTER to confirm
and proceed.

gender (M=1 / F=2) = 1
Press number key 1 to select male gender, or number key 2 to select
female gender. Then press ENTER to confirm and proceed.

30 seconds after the start of the exercise, the body weight will be
requested for the exact calculation of the calories.

for the exact calories enter weight = kg 70
Type in the weight with the number keys and then press ENTER to
confirm and proceed.
If no data are entered, the calorie consumption will be calculated on the
basis of a bodyweight of 70 kg.
The profile LED columns light up in sequence during the exercise until the
set time has completely expired.
The time is shown in the goal dial as it increases; the goal arc lights up
proportionally from left to right until all the set time has expired.
The following keys are enabled:
• the STOP and PAUSE keys
• the keys for changing the effort level, but only in the actual exercise stage

time = min. 30

• the goal value edit keys

As the first minutes of the exercise are needed for calculating the user’s
workout heart rate and processing the actual exercise parameters, the
total exercise time must not be less than 10 minutes.

If there is no heart rate signal for 100 consecutive seconds in the initial
data processing stage, used for setting the exercise, the exercise ends.

Type in the time with the number keys, then press ENTER to confirm and
proceed. The exercise starts.

ATTENTION: H.R. NOT DETECTED EXERCISE CANCELLED
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The Weight Loss exercise is not available on Top.
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WARM UP

CRUISE CONTROL EXERCISE

The
key, available on Top, starts a warm up exercise for the upper
part of the trunk.

The

This exercise is performed in constant torque mode.

level (1-12) = 10
Type in the effort level with the number keys, then press ENTER to
confirm and proceed. The exercise starts.
The warm up lasts 4 minutes, 3 minutes with the forward movement and
1 minute backwards.
The duration of the WARM UP can be modified in the configuration menu;
in case of modification, the movement remains forward for the first 3/4
of the exercise, and backwards for the remaining 1/4.
At the end of the exercise there is no cool down.

key, available on Top, quickly starts a constant speed exercise.

speed = rpm 80
Type in the speed with the number keys and then press ENTER to confirm
and proceed. The exercise starts.
The columns of the profile LEDs light up one per minute; the last column
to light up, i.e. the one for the current minute, blinks. From the 13th
minute onwards, the columns move to the left so that the current minute
column is always visible.
The time is shown in the goal dial and arc as it increases; the LED for the
current minute blinks in the arc.
Workouts started with CRUISE CONTROL are on a time increment basis;
the age and weight values are preset.
The following keys are enabled:
• the effort level edit keys
• the STOP and PAUSE keys
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PROFILE WORKOUT
PREDEFINED PROFILES

With the

key you can choose between:

• six predefined profiles, non-modifiable;
• nine personal profiles saved by the trainer.
When the PROFILES key is pressed:
1
if there are only predefined profiles, you are prompted to select a
profile.

select profile (1-6)

The predefined profiles are variable workouts defined on the basis of one
of three goals: time, distance or calorie consumption. The goal value is
set in the programming stage and can be changed during the exercise
with the corresponding keys.
Profile workouts are set at the effort level specified by the user,
calculated with the fitness test; you are advised, therefore, to do the
fitness test first.
The heart rate monitor is not needed for profile workouts.

select profile (1-6)

Press the number key for the profile you want to select.
2
if there are also personal profiles, your are prompted to select
between the two types:

1 = predefined 2 = custom
Press the number key for the type of profile you want to select.
3
in Top, as well as selecting between the predefined profiles and
the personal profiles, key 3 sets a CUSTOM profile at constant speed; key
4 a CUSTOM profile at constant power (see the CUSTOM exercise section).

Press the number key for the profile you want to select, from 1 to 6.
Profile 1

Profile 4

Profile 2

Profile 5

Profile 3

Profile 6

Each column on the display corresponds to a step, with a duration of
1/12 of the total goal value.
Press ENTER to confirm the selection of the displayed profile.
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PROFILE WORKOUT

After having selected one of the profiles, select the goal and give the goal value:

If no data are entered, the exercise proceeds without a specific LED
blinking for the heart rate.

select goal: TIME CALORIES DISTANCE
Press the key for the selected GOAL.

time = min. 30
calories = 320
distance = km 20.5
Type in the goal value with the number keys and then press ENTER to
confirm and proceed.

level (1-12) = 10
Type in the effort level (based on the test result) with the number keys,
then press ENTER to confirm and proceed. The exercise starts.

Warning
You are advised not to do the exercise at a higher effort level than that indicated by the level test

The age and weight values are set initially, then, if the heart rate signal is
detected, the age will be requested.

for the max H.R. enter age: 30
Type in the age with the number keys and then press ENTER to confirm
and proceed. On the basis of the age, the maximum heart rate value
specified by the user is calculated; the maximum heart rate percentage is
then indicated by the blinking LED in the heart rate bar.
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If the age has been entered, the body weight will be requested for the
exact calculation of the calories.

for the exact calories enter weight: kg 70
Type in the weight with the number keys and then press ENTER to
confirm and proceed.
If no data are entered, the calorie consumption will be calculated on the
basis of a bodyweight of 70 kg.
During the exercise the profile LED columns are all lit to show the
programmed route: the height of the 12 LED columns is proportional to
effort level; the column for the current step blinks.
The goal value is shown in the goal dial as it increases; the goal arc lights
up proportionally from left to right until the entire set value has expired.
The following keys are enabled:
• the STOP and PAUSE keys
• the keys for changing the effort level; the change affects the
parameters of the whole profile and not just the individual step
• the goal value edit keys; the change affects the parameters of the
whole profile and not just the individual step.
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PERSONAL PROFILES
• either at constant heart rate (CPR); for this type of profile the heart
rate monitor is needed;

During the exercise the profile LED columns are all lit to show the
programmed route: in constant power or constant speed profiles, the
height of the 12 LED columns is proportional to the effort level; in constant
heart rate profiles, the height of the 12 LED columns is proportional to the
target heart rate. The column for the current step blinks.

• or in Bike, Recline, Synchro, Vario, Crossover and Top at constant
power; in Step and Climb at a constant speed.

The goal value is shown in the goal dial as it increases; the goal arc lights
up proportionally from left to right until the entire set value has expired.

Personal profiles are multiple step workouts in two different modes:

select profile (1-9)
Press the number keys for a personal profile, from 1 to 9; the LED display will
show the altitude features of the corresponding profile. Each column on the
display corresponds to a step, with a duration of 1/12 of the total goal value.
Press ENTER to confirm the selection of the displayed profile.

age: 30

The following keys are enabled:
• the STOP and PAUSE keys
• the keys for changing the effort level; the change affects the
parameters of the whole profile and not just the individual step
• the goal value edit keys; the change affects the parameters of the
whole profile and not just the individual step

Type in the age with the number keys and then press ENTER to confirm
and proceed. The exercise starts.
30 seconds after the start of the exercise, the body weight will be
requested for the exact calculation of the calories.

for the exact calories enter weight: kg 70
Type in the weight with the number keys and then press ENTER to
confirm and proceed.
If no data are entered, the calorie consumption will be calculated on the
basis of a bodyweight of 70 kg.
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PROGRAMMING PERSONAL PROFILES

To program personal profiles, when in standby press number keys 3 6 9
simultaneously; then enter the password 2412 with the number keys and
confirm with ENTER.

• For the constant power profile, you must set the selected GOAL value
and power:

profile (1-9) = 3

step 1: distance = km 2.0

step 1: time = min. 30

Type in the number of the profile to be saved with the number keys,
then press ENTER to confirm. If the number entered corresponds to a
previously stored profile, this profile will shown in the led display; if you
proceed at this point, the previously stored profile will be overwritten.

Type in the goal value with the number keys and then press ENTER to
confirm and proceed.

On equipment with constant power:

Type in the power for the first step and then press ENTER to confirm and
proceed.

press 1 for power, 2 for CPR (1-2) = 2
Or on equipment with constant speed:

press 1 for speed, 2 for CPR (1-2) = 2
Press number key 1 to program a constant power or constant speed
profile, or number key 2 to program a constant heart rate profile.

select goal: TIME or DISTANCE
Press the key for the selected GOAL.
Now there is the programming of the individual steps: for each step you
have to enter different parameters, depending on the type of profile
selected and on the equipment.
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power = watts 85

• For the constant speed profile, you must set the selected GOAL value
and the speed:

step 1: time = min. 5
step 1: distance = km 2.0
Type in the goal value with the number keys and then press ENTER to
confirm and proceed.

speed = spm 110
Type in the speed for the first step and then press ENTER to confirm and
proceed.
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PROGRAMMING PERSONAL PROFILES

PERFORMANCE INDEX

• For CPR profiles, you must set selected GOAL value and the percentage
of the theoretical maximum heart rate to be kept constant:

The performance index (PI) was invented by Technogym to give a concise
and easily comparable assessment of performance in a workout.

step 1: time = min. 3
step 1: distance = km 2.5
Type in the goal value with the number keys and then press ENTER to
confirm and proceed.

% max H.R. = 70
Type in the percentage of the theoretical maximum heart rate you want to
reach and maintain constantly during the step with the number keys, then
press ENTER to confirm and proceed.

insert a value or press ENTER to end
At the end of every step you can:
• either enter the goal value for the next step, followed by the power or
the speed or by the maximum heart rate percentage, and then proceed
with programming other steps;
• or press ENTER to end the programming and save the profile.

profile 1 saved
The personal profile is now available, when the PROFILES key is pressed.
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To have your performance index shown on the display with the other
results at the end of the exercise, in any kind of workout, simply use the
heart rate monitor for at least 3 minutes.

P.I. = 10
The index is based on a rating scale ranging from 0 to 99. The higher the
rating, the greater your aerobic capacity.
If your performance index increases, this means that you are exercising
more intensely without increasing your heart rate.
The criteria used to calculate the performance index makes it possible to
compare tests taken by people of different ages. In any event, you are
advised to compare the results of different tests taken by the same person,
or different people, working out at the same intensity for the same time.
PI VALUE

RATING

under 10

improvable

from 11 to 20

fair

from 21 to 30

very good

from 31 to 40

excellent

over 40

superb
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WORKOUTS WITH THE TGS KEY

PERFORMANCE INDEX

The TGS key does away with the need to enter your personal data and
workout parameters each time you exercise, as all this information is
saved in its memory. To start the exercise just slip the TGS key into its
port; the display shows the user name, followed by the type of exercise
specified in the workout program.

If a multiple-step CPR exercise is specified, the type of goal (calories) is
given and then, at the start of each step, the goal (60 calories) and target
heart rate (135 beats per minute) values.
After the first message you can start the workout; the equipment
behaves exactly as if the exercise had been set on the control panel.
At the end of the exercise, either a message appears saying that that was
the last of the set of exercises stored on the TGS key, or another exercise
follows.

end of workout
next equipment: VARIO
At any time, however, it will be possible to perform an exercise and save
its results on the TGS key, even if this exercise was not included in the
workout program (unless the use of the TGS key is disabled: see the
Configuration menu section).

EXCERCISE GOAL: 30.00 km
level 10
For example if a single-step GOAL exercise is specified, the goal value (a
distance of 30 km) is given and the effort level.

• after inserting the TGS key into the reader, select the exercise with the
control panel keys;
• either this, or select the exercise with the control panel keys and then
insert the TGS key into the reader during the workout or cool down.

CPR EXCERCISE IN CALORIES
STEP 1: 60 calories, H.R. = 135
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INTEGRATION WITH NFC AND QR CODE

CONFIGURATION MENU

For further information on use of the product, connect to the Technogym cloud.

To customise the software configuration, when in standby press number
keys 3 6 9 simultaneously; then enter the password 2406 with the
number keys and confirm with ENTER.

Use the QR code or the NFC sensor to connect to the cloud.

NFC Sensor
Activate the Internet connection on your device (for example, on your
smartphone). Identify the position of the NFC sensor on your device.
Place your personal device on the equipment, with its sensor over the
NFC logo. In this way, the personal device will connect to the Technogym
cloud. To connect using NFC you must have installed the Technogym
application on your personal device.

QR Code
Activate the Internet connection on your device (for example, on your
smartphone). Open the QR code reader on your device and point the camera
of the device at the code on the product. In this way, the personal device
will connect to the Technogym cloud. To connect using the QR code, you
must have installed the Technogym application on your personal device.

If the password entered is not correct, the software will go back to
standby directly.

PASSWORD INCORRECT
The configuration menu messages are in two parts:
• the first part, which is fixed, gives the name of the parameter;
• the second part shows the individual parameter options one by one
(on pressing the corresponding keys).
Press the

effort level key to go to the next message; to go back to

the previous message press the

effort level key.

To scroll the options of the individual parameter press the

or the

goal keys.
To select one of the options and proceed, press ENTER when the chosen
option is displayed.
Press the CLEAR key to go back to standby. Whenever CLEAR is pressed,
in whatever message, all the changes made up to that time will be saved.
You cannot exit without saving. If you make a mistake, you can reset the
initial Technogym values with default config. (see below).
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CONFIGURATION MENU

CONFIGURATION MENU

The following parameters can be edited, in the order given below:

LANGUAGE: UK ENGL.
Selects the language for the messages.

DISTANCE: KM
To select the unit of measurement, either kilometres and kilograms (KM)
or miles and pounds (MILES).

MAX TIME: 0
To set a maximum time for all the exercises, enter the number of minutes
with the number keys. If you make a mistake press CLEAR to delete the
entered number.

PAUSE TIME: 120
To set the pause time, after which the equipment goes back to standby,
enter the number of minutes with the number keys. If you make a
mistake press CLEAR to delete the entered number.

COOLDOWN TIME: 60
To set the cool down time, from 5 to 180 seconds, enter the number of
seconds with the number keys. If you make a mistake press CLEAR to
delete the entered number. Whatever duration has been set, the results
of the workout scroll completely.
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HR: MODIFIABLE
To enable (modifiable) the effort level keys to change the heart rate that
has to be kept constant in CPR mode exercises. If you select the nonmodifiable option, it will not be possible to change the set heart rate in
any way.

TGS: ENABLED
To enable the equipment to be used with the TGS key. If the TGS is
disabled, the equipment can be used only with the control panel.

KEYS: ENABLED
To enable the equipment with the function keys. If the function keys are
disabled, the equipment can be used only with the TGS key.

LANGUAGE: FIXED
If the language is fixed, all the messages will be in the language set in the
current configuration menu; if the language is optional, it can be changed
when in standby.

DEFAULT CONFIG.
Resets all the initial settings that were on the equipment when it was
first purchased.
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CONFIGURATION MENU

OTHER CONTROL PANEL MESSAGES

LUBRICATED: YES
In Step, to confirm that the chains have been lubricated (see the
following section too).

WARM UP: MIN 4
In Top, to modify the duration of the WARM UP exercise, up to a maximum
of 10 minutes.

the equipment is blocked. Contact the Technogym Technical Support

In case of trouble it is necessary to contact the Technogym Technical
Support Service.
lubricate chain then press any key to continue

In Step, this message signals when it is time to lubricate the chains. To
proceed, simply press any key.
After lubricating the chains, confirm you have performed this operation
in the configuration menu, to prevent this message from appearing again
every time the equipment is switched on.
select language and press ENTER

If the language has been set as optional in the configuration menu,
the available options are scrolled when in standby. After selecting the
language with the corresponding number key, the equipment works
normally with the messages in the chosen language. If you make a
mistake, press the CLEAR key to go back to the previous message and
select a different language.
If no exercise is started after 60 seconds after making the selection, the
software will go back to scrolling the language options.
If a workout is selected while the message is scrolling, the language
enabled will be the one selected in the configuration menu.
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OTHER CONTROL PANEL MESSAGES

OTHER CONTROL PANEL MESSAGES

calorie consumption = 184 kcal per exercise 15.0 mets

Scrolls during the exerecise to show the total forecast calorie
consumption in the whole exercise. This message is not displayed in
exercises with calorie goals and exercises where the total time is neither
known nor calculable (Quick Start).
calorie consumption = 254 kcal per hour 15.0 mets

Scrolls during exerecises in which the total calorie consumption for the
exercise is not know, displaying the hourly calorie consumption rate.
15 minutes to end

Scrolls during the workout to show the time remaining to the end of the
exercise. This message is not displayed in exercises with time goals and
exercises where the total time is neither known nor calculable (Quick
Start, Cruise Control).
the maximum time is 60 min.

If, when programming an exercise, a maximum time is set that is greater
than the maximum time in the configuration menu, a message prompts
the user to decrease the setting. May appear when setting the time in
time profiles, in exercises such as GOAL, CPR, time Custom, Training Zone
and Weight Loss.
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MAXIMUM TIME EXPIRED
In exercises with calorie consumption or distance goals, or in any
exercises with no preset time, if the maximum time setting in the
configuration menu is reached, the exercise stops and the cool down
starts.
May appear in calorie and distance profiles and in exercises such as
calorie and distance GOAL or CPR exercises, distance Custom exercises
and Quick Start exercises.

wear the chest band
In some exercises and tests, this message prompts the user to wear
the chest band. Scrolls both while setting the exercise and during the
workout, if there is no heart rate signal from the chest band.

ATTENTION: H.R. NOT DETECTED
Scrolls during exercises in constant heart rate mode if there is no heart
rate signal.
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OTHER CONTROL PANEL MESSAGES

OTHER CONTROL PANEL MESSAGES

HIGH HEART RATE
Scrolls during exercises performed with the heart rate monitor, if the
heart rate reading exceeds 90% of the theoretical maximum value.

keep to 100-130 spm
Depending on the type of equipment, it indicates the recommended
speed for exercises carried out in constant heart rate mode.

TGS key empty
Signals that there are no workout programs on the TGS key.

equipment not included on the TGS key
Scrolls if the workout program refers to equipment other than that stored
on the TGS key. The exercise can still be performed, however, and the
results saved on the TGS key, making the selection with the keys on the
control panel.

keep on moving to end exercise

keep on moving to choose exercise

In the self-powered version, if you stop moving when in standby, this
message warns you that the equipment is about to switch off. The profile
LEDs display the time remaining before the equipment switches off, with
an emptying image.
User not detected: the exercise is interrupted

During the exercise, if the presence of the user is not detected on the
steps for a few seconds, the equipment will stop and the exercise will be
paused. If the speed of the steps permits it, the equipment will stop in
the courtesy position. If the TGS key is inserted or the user is connected,
the exercise will be stored at the end of the pause.
exercise interrupted: clear the product access area

There are safety sensors in the product access area. If they detect a
presence, the sensors will lock the steps. To restart step movement,
press the START key on the control panel. The START key is only active is
the sensor area is free.

In the self-powered version, you have to keep moving to keep the
equipment turned on. If you stop moving during the exercise, this
message warns you that the equipment is about to switch off. The profile
LEDs display the time remaining before the equipment switches off, with
an emptying image.
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Technogym has completed the implementation and Apple certification for
the new Apple Watch GymKit functionality on UNITY.
Technogym is the first and only company in the industry who has
this feature readily available and the partner Apple has chosen for all
scheduled launch events.
Now, it is possible to upgrade the software version of UNITY, both UNITY2
and UNITY3, and install the dedicated “GymKit” application from the
Technogym App Store in the professional website of the Mywellness
Cloud.

Mywellness app

Connect my
Apple Watch
with just a NFC tap

Heart Rate
is sent in real time
from Apple Watch

Apple Watch GymKit

Collect my results
on cardio
equipment in Apple
Health

http://www.technogym.com/gb/news-events-blog/technogym-introduces-apple-watch-compatibility/
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APPLE WATCH GYMKIT COMPATIBILITY

NO LOGIN VIA APPLE WATCH DEVICE

ARTIS CARDIO

VERY IMPORTANT:
Please note that installing GymKit will NOT enable users to log in to
Technogym machines via Apple Watch.

EXCITE

The GymKit will NOT be an additional or substitutive way of the ordinary
login modality, that are:
• Smartphone through MW App (QR Code or Bluetooth)
• TG Key
• Mywellness Band

PERSONAL

• Username&Password
• Operator Card (dedicated license)

SKILLRUN

GYMKIT for UNITY 2 & UNITY 3 is an upgrade available for all
ARTIS CARDIO, EXCITE and PERSONAL line, and SKILLRUN.
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ARTIS® CARDIO

RECLINE BIKE

VARIO

RUN TREADMILL

SYNCHRO

UPRIGHT BIKE
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RECLINE BIKE

UPRIGHT BIKE

Key features:
• Step through design for easy access
• Easy to adjust seat position
• Reclining seat back position
• Easy to adjust foot straps

Key features:
• Low step through design for easy access
• Easy to adjust seat position
• Easy to adjust foot straps
• Three ergonomic handle bar positions

Safe use guidelines:
• Step through and sit on seat pad
• Adjust seat back to desired position
• Place feet on pedals and adjust foot straps to fit comfortably and
securely at widest point of foot
• Adjust seat position to allow full extension but not overextension
of the knee at longest reach

Safe use guidelines:
• Adjust seat height to hip level position before mounting
• Step through and sit on seat
• Fine-tune seat position as needed to allow full extension but not
overextension of the knee at longest reach
• Place feet on pedals and adjust foot straps to fit comfortably and
securely at widest point of foot
• Select comfortable handle position
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RUN TREADMILL

VARIO

Key features:
• Long, wide belt
• Optimal screen position
• Safety light and visual belt markings
• Variable footbed cushioning depending on stride position
• Unity UI

Key features:
• Ease of access from back of machine
• No pedal block on starting
• Side rails, static handles and moving handle bars provide a range
of exercise options
• Variable stride length and height defined by user

Safe use guidelines:
• Ensure belt is not moving before stepping onto it
• Use side rails and side steps to access
• Use the safety clip provided to ensure belt cut-out in case of falling
• If using pre-set speeds e.g. in speed shift programme, ensure
these are within ability
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Safe use guidelines:
• Step onto the lower foot plate first
• Use side rails for support to access machine if needed
• Step vertically to initiate movement then push forward into a
natural stride
• Maintain a foot position with big toes to the front, inside corner of
the footplates
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ARTIS® CARDIO

SYNCHRO
Key features:
• Ease of access from back of machine
• Drum at front of machine reduces momentum and improves safety
and biomechanics
• Ergonomic stride pattern
Safe use guidelines:
• Step onto the lower foot plate first
• Use static handles for balance if needed
• Maintain a foot position with big toes to the front, inside corner of
the footplates
• Keep the foot flat on the footplate throughout the stride
• Maintain an upright posture
• Be aware of moving handles
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EXCITE+ CARDIO
RUN TREADMILL

SYNCHRO

UPRIGHT BIKE

VARIO

RECLINE BIKE

CLIMB

TOP
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EXCITE+ CARDIO

EXCITE+ CARDIO

RUN TREADMILL

UPRIGHT BIKE

Key features:
• Safety light and visual belt markings
• Unity UI
• Stable, responsive footbed

Key features:
• Low step through design for easy access
• Easy to adjust seat position
• Easy to adjust foot straps
• Three ergonomic handle bar positions
Safe use guidelines:
• Adjust seat height to hip level position before mounting
• Step through and sit on seat
• Fine-tune seat position as needed to allow full extension but not
overextension of the knee at longest reach
• Place feet on pedals and adjust foot straps to fit comfortably and
securely at widest point of foot
• Select comfortable handle position

Safe use guidelines:
• Ensure belt is not moving before stepping onto it
• Use side rails and side steps to access
• Use the safety clip provided to ensure belt cut-out in case of falling
• If using pre-set speeds e.g. in speed shift programme, ensure
these are within ability
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RECLINE BIKE

TOP

Key features:
• Step through design for easy access
• Easy to adjust seat position
• Reclining seat back position
• Easy to adjust foot straps

Key features:
• Easily adjusted seat position
• Seat can be removed to allow standing exercise or wheelchair
access
• 360 degree handle rotation enables more varied exercises

Safe use guidelines:
• Step through and sit on seat pad
• Adjust seat back to desired position
• Place feet on pedals and adjust foot straps to fit comfortably and
securely at widest point of foot
• Adjust seat position to allow full extension but not overextension
of the knee at longest reach

Safe use guidelines:
• Adjust seat to desired position allowing a comfortable reach at full
elbow extension
• Adjust machine arms to enable a comfortable range of motion
without over-reaching
• Select an appropriate workload to allow a smooth, continuous
rotation of the machine arms
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SYNCHRO
Key features:
• Ease of access from side of machine
• Familiar cross-trainer design
• Low perceived effort for energy expended
• Ergonomic stride pattern enables users with low levels of skill or
coordination to exercise successfully
Safe use guidelines:
• Step onto the lower foot plate first
• Use static handles for balance when accessing machine
• Maintain a foot position with big toes to the front, inside corner of
the footplates
• Keep the foot flat on the footplate throughout the stride
• Maintain an upright posture
• Be aware of moving handles
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VARIO
Key features:
• Ease of access from back of machine
• Side rails, static handles and moving handle bars provide a range
of exercise options
• Variable stride length and height defined by user
Safe use guidelines:
• Step onto the lower foot plate first
• Use side rails for support to access machine if needed
• Step vertically to initiate movement then push forward into a
natural stride
• Maintain a foot position with big toes to the front, inside corner of
the footplates
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CARDIO
PRACTICAL 1 (Exercises)

EXCITE+ CARDIO

CARDIO USER INTERFACE
>>

In pairs explore the Unity and/or Advanced LED user interface by
practicing starting different programmes.

>>

Note down the programmes you think will be of most interest to
users of your facility and explain why.

>>

Demonstrate accessing one of the third level ‘exercise’ programmes
to the group and explain who it would be suitable for.

>>

Discuss how to introduce end users to the ‘exercise’ programmes in a
meaningful way in your facility.

CLIMB
Key features:
• Ease of access from back of machine
• Side rails, and half step provide easy access to and from the
equipment
• Speed of rotating step can be adjusted on screen or conveniently
from the handles
Safe use guidelines:
• Step onto the half step and walk up the steps to the mid-point
• Use side rails or dual handle bars for support to access machine
and during exercise if needed
• Step with foot fully on each step to avoid slipping
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CARDIO
PRACTICAL 1 (Notes
(theory1)
/demo)
Machine
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Exercise

CARDIO
PRACTICAL 1 (Notes
(theory2)
/demo)
User Group

Machine

Exercise

User Group
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CARDIO
PRACTICAL 2
• Your master trainer will split you into teams and allocate you one
piece of cardio equipment per group.

CARDIO
PRACTICAL 2 (Notes 2)

Equipment

Safe set-up instructions

• In your team identify:
• A. the safety features and set-up instructions to make an end user
aware of when they are first introduced to the equipment.
• B. the correct technique for using the machine and list instruction
points and posture cues for helping end users to achieve this.
• As a team, present a demonstration and explanation of your allocated
piece of cardio equipment to the group.
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CARDIO
PRACTICAL 2 (Notes 1)

Equipment
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Technique and posture cues

CARDIO
PRESCRIBING CARDIO EXERCISES
>>

Select the cardio equipment you wish to assign and add this to the
end users programme.

>>

In the exercise editing screen, select the exercise programme option
you wish to assign to an end user from the dropdown menu on the left

>>

All advanced exercise options available on the machine via Unity or
LED interfaces are available in prescribe
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CARDIO
LEARNING RESOURCES

Functional App
Complete Technogym exercise library with programmes. A vital
resource tool. Available from iTunes store (Available ONLY on iPad).

CARDIO
LEARNING RESOURCES
WORKSHOP ACCREDITATION
This workshop is recognised as CPD/CEC by the following accrediting agencies:

WeKinesis.com – functional training website

Further education
On-line courses and programmes at www.wellnessinstitute.com
PROVIDE A CORRECT, CURRENT EMAIL ADDRESS TO YOUR MASTER
TRAINER TO ENSURE YOU ARE REGISTERED FOR ACCESS.

For any contacts or futher information on educational items, please
contact wellnessinstitute@Technogym.com
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CARDIO
SOCIAL MEDIA – GET CONNECTED
>>

Instagram – follow @Technogym @wellnessinstitute and other Technogym regional
		
distributor accounts for updates on new equipment and solutions.

>>

Twitter – follow @Technogym

>>

Facebook – follow Technogym

Use the following hashtags to find relevant content and share your own with the
Technogym Wellness Institute community:

#excite+ #cardio #artis
#championstrainwithtechnogym

#wellnessinstitute
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CARDIO
RE-CAP / ACCESSORIES / Q&A

CARDIO
LEARNING CHECK

RE-CAP

CAN YOU NOW:

Use of LED and Unity User Interfaces. Level 1, 2 and 3 programming
options. Unity entertainment and interactive programme options. Safe
use and correct technique on all Cardio equipment.

DESCRIBE THE KEY FEATURES OF EACH CARDIOVASCULAR MACHINE
AND ITS BENEFITS FOR YOUR FACILITY USERS?
DESCRIBE THE EXERCISES POSSIBLE WITH EACH PIECE OF
CARDIOVASCULAR EQUIPMENT AND DELIVER SAFE, EFFECTIVE
TRAINING PROGRAMMES USING THE PRODUCTS?
USE THE FEATURES OF UNITY INCLUDING TRAINING, TESTING AND
INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT POSSIBILITIES?
EXPLAIN THE 3 LEVELS OF EXCITE+ TRAINING AND HOW TO
DETERMINE THE CORRECT PROGRAMME TO ASSIGN A MEMBER?
PROVIDE DEMONSTRATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS OF SAFE USE OF
THE EQUIPMENT TO YOUR FACILITY MEMBERS?
PROVIDE GUIDANCE TO USERS ON HEALTH AND SAFETY WHEN USING
THE EQUIPMENT?
DESCRIBE HOW TO MONITOR AND REQUEST EQUIPMENT
MAINTENANCE?

Q&A
Specific questions?
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CARDIO
ACCESSING E-LEARNING

CARDIO
ACTION PLAN

To complete your assessment for this workshop and gain your CPD/CEC
certificate you will need to log on to the e-learning platform.

HOW WILL YOU ENSURE EXCITE+/ARTIS LINE IS A SUCCESS?

>>

This is accessed via the www.Technogym.com website as shown below:

WHAT ACTIONS WILL YOU TAKE TO INTRODUCE EXCITE+/ARTIS
LINE TO MEMBERS?
WHAT EXPRESS CLASSES, PROGRAMME FORMAT WILL YOU USE
TO MAKE EXCITE+/ARTIS LINE SUCCESSFUL?
WHO WILL BENEFIT FROM EXCITE+/ARTIS LINE BEING
SUCCESSFUL AT YOUR FACILITY?
Make your action plan SMART – Specific, Measurable, Realistic,
Attainable and Time Bound. Ideas include:
“Dedicate half an hour per week to the trainer app”
“Learn and launch two of the programmes by the end of next week”
1. List 5 key actions you need to do personally.
2. List the resources you might require, will you need help?
3. Identify when you will achieve each task by.
4. Number each action 1-5 (with 1 being the most important).
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Delegate name:

Notes

Trainer:
Date:

Venue:

Actions

Resources or support required

Date to be achieved

1

2

3

4

5
Comments:
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Technogym, The Wellness Company, Wellness Institute, Arke, Omnia, Kinesis, Teambeats, Skillmill, Skillrun,
Skillrow, Skillbike, Skillathletic, Excite, Artis, Biostrength, Group Cycle, Groupcycling, Unity, Wellness Ball,
MyWellness are trademarks of Technogym® S.p.A. registered in countries of the European Union and in the
world. Technogym reserves the right to modify its products and documentation at any time and without
notice. © 2018 Technogym ®.
The Bluetooth word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG Inc. and any use of
such marks by Technogym ® is under license.
All other third parties trademarks and logos contained within this catalogue are property of their respective
owners.
Technogym advises readers to take full responsibility for the safety of themselves and their clients. Before
practicing the skills described in this book, be sure that your equipment is well maintained, and do not take
risks beyond your level of experience, aptitude, training, and comfort level.
No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording or by any information storage and retrieval system, without written
permission from Technogym. For any further information contact us at wellnessinstitute@technogym.com.
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